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• 18 years Director & senior consultant at The 

Event Safety Shop Ltd

• 30 years in the concert and event industry

• C.M.I.O.S.H. 

• Board Member of the Event Safety Alliance

• Finishing Masters Degree in crowd science

• Wide range of clients across all event sectors



Stadium Touring



Festivals



Arena Shows



Sporting Events



Fashion Shows

Movie Premieres



Special Events



Global reach



What can go wrong 

at an event?



You tell me…



The recent record; 

it has not been good



Tomorrowland Festival 
Barcelona

Fire video



Mass weather casualties



Structural collapse



Collapse of 

Management & Finance
The Promise…



The Reality…



Collapse of crowds



Drug deaths



Example of 

intelligence 

sharing between 

UK police and 

event organisers 

regarding drug 

concerns



Health and Welfare



Terror attack



So, much for the bad news.

But, what do you want 

from an event?



Common aims

• No matter who we work for, we all want 

events to be: 

– Safe

– Successful

– Enjoyable 

– Economically productive

– Repeatable and expandable

– Enhance HK reputation 



How to ensure a happy event?



Avoid bad things, so good 

things can happen



Risk Assessment

• The concepts of Hazard and Likelihood

• Combine to give an overall Risk Level

• Things that are higher risk get priority

• “Suitable and sufficient’” assessment of 

“reasonably foreseeable” risks 



Risk Matrix

Trivial 
Injury

1

Minor 
Injury

2

Serious
Injury

3

Single 
Fatality

4

Multiple 
Fatality

5

5
Near Certain 5 10 15 20 25

4
Probable 4 8 12 16 20

3
Possible 3 6 9 12 15

2
Unlikely 2 4 6 8 10

1
Remote 1 2 3 4 5



Beware of the Numbers

• Using a simple number matrix can be 

deceptive

• Risk values do not range from 1-5

• A multiple fatality is definitely worse than 

five minor injuries

• The numbers don’t really help – a longer 

narrative is needed in most cases



It’s not just about injury

• The standard Risk Matrix only considers 

physical harm and injury

• Events give rise to risks of all types, 

including; environmental, legal, 

reputational, and financial

• A 6-hour traffic jam should be on the Risk 

Assessment even if there is no injury!



Examples of non-injury loss.





A couple of real-

world examples



5-Year Loss History (USA)

Ranking Claim Frequency Cost

1 Vehicle Vehicle 

2 Hit/Struck by Collapse

3 Slip/fall Flood

4 Flood Hit/Struck by

5 Assault Fall from height

6 Collapse Slip/fall

7 Fire/Water Assault

8 Fall from height Fire/Water



The Golf Buggy…



Pedestrian & Vehicle Conflict



Structural Safety



✓


Diagonals?


Locking pin?



Severe Weather



Crowd Management





Even a small crowd may 

be at risk – depending on 

circumstances



Simple Tools for Crowd Risks

• Thanks to Prof. GK Still.  “Introduction to 

Crowd Science” [ISBN 9781466579644]

• The DIM-ICE meta-model

• Acronym gives the three main tools 

available and the phases to consider:



DESIGN

• What is the effective capacity

• What is exit capacity

• How will design features enable or defeat 

safe movement



INFORMATION

• Covers everything from social media and 

advance website info through to site signs, 

alarms and announcements

• Hugely important element to get people to 

behave ‘correctly’

• Spectrum of information channels

• Good organiser uses full range

• Targeted in time



MANAGEMENT

• Physical resources to interact with crowd

• Includes manpower, fencing, traffic 

controls

• Plan should consider type, number and 

deployment position



Phases

• Ingress

• Circulation

• Egress

• Add to this Assembly and Dispersal



A DIM-ICE Matrix

DESIGN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Assemble Promote public 
transport

Advance maps to public
Info from metre

Meet & Greet staff

Ingress Multiple search 
lanes

Different ticket types to 
gates A – D
CCTV & ticket reports

Soft ticket check
Full search

Circulate Ample circulation 
space

Good signs & 
illumination

Arena and stage staff 
report to control room

Egress Exit in multiple 
directions

Clear exit signs
VMS changed for 
egress

Pre-deploy for exit
Re-arrange barrier

Disperse Signs to metro & bus 
park
Queue lanes at 
metro

Clear directional 
signage
Promote walking

Staff briefed
Barrier and response 
team available



DIME-ICE

• Add in another E for EXPECTATION

• What will the public want

• What do they expect to see and do

• Will they be inside in 5 minutes or will they 

queue for hours

• At a fireworks show – what do they 

expect?





R.A.M.P.

• Like the DIM-ICE model, this makes you 

examine your event in terms of:

• Routes (how do they get in/out)

• Areas (what space available for different activities)

• Movement (how are people going to move)

• People (who will come, what will they do)



Risk Mapping 

• Simple activity of drawing on a map at 

different times

• Colour it Red/Amber/Green to show your 

risk levels

• Do this for the phases of the event

• You now have a tool to show where the 

issues may be at what time



Arrival and Departure Profile

• Maps the RATE of arrival/departure

• People behave very differently at various 

event types:

– Family event

– Concert

– Football

• Allows planning for staff, transport and 

information





Incident Avoidance & Response



Prevention is Best

• Read the ESA Event Safety Guide

• Ensure your Risk Assessments are 

suitable and sufficient

• Check “as built” meets the promises made

• Retain your critical faculty

• For larger shows – engage a specialist



Flexible Incident Response

• Do not seek to plan for every specific risk

• Have a structure that can adapt to any

incident

• Plan early and practice

• Public communications is a critical tool for:

– Immediate response to danger

– Handling the aftermath

– Medium-term recovery



Command Structure

• Three tiers of Bronze, Silver, Gold

• Bronze is the operational person - subject 

specific and on the ground

• Silver implements tactical response and 

co-ordinates resources

• Gold makes strategic decisions and 

longer-term response



GOLD
Overall responsibility for 

corporate strategy.
ONLY active for very serious 
incidents.  Normally offsite.

Determines tactics and co-
ordinates resources.  Usually the 

person ‘running’ the event

Liaison with other agencies 

on-site

Offsite liaison and external 

co-ordination. Draws down 
resources to deliver strategic 

goals 

Range of specialists, at the scene. 
Direct management of operations 
dealing with the incident.  
Could be large number of subject 
Bronzes; these just shown for 
illustration

SILVER

BRONZE
e.g. SECURITY

BRONZE
e.g. TRAFFIC

BRONZE
e.g. MEDICAL

Staff & 

resources

Staff & 

resources

Staff & 

resources

LONG-TERM TIME HORIZON

MID-TERM TIME HORIZON

IMMEDIATE TIME HORIZON



In summary

• Safety is necessary for every event

• Keep things balanced, and proportional

• Good risk management means detail and 

dirty shoes

• Have someone with authority to say “No”

• 4 C’s (Command, Control, Comms, Co-

operation)

• Always be prepared to listen and learn



Stay Safe 

Have Fun

Make Money!



tim@eventsafetyshop.com
j.chan@eventsafetyalliance.org


